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Abstract
This paper demonstrates a case study of combining two rigorous software speciﬁcation and testing methods, namely sequence-
based software speciﬁcation and Markov chain usage-based statistical testing and their supporting tools, all developed by the
University of Tennessee Software Quality Research Laboratory, and integrating them with an automated testing tool selected for
the chosen application to provide fully automated statistical testing and software certiﬁcation as an economical and feasible means
to achieve high product quality. Working on any non-trivial real world problem requires considerable eﬀorts be made to work out
all the details needed for fully automated testing with no human intervention. At the end of this process we have the ability of
running large numbers of tests, as well as an automated testing facility for low-cost, quick-turnaround testing and re-testing. Our
experiences demonstrate a pathway towards lowered cost of testing and improved product quality.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Software is developed and released without beneﬁt of exhaustive analysis of its behavior in all possible scenarios
of use. Meanwhile, testing of software systems is heavily constrained by budget and release time while the domain
of testing is large and complex beyond human intuition. This leads to software-intensive products being ﬁelded with
incompleteness, inconsistencies, and errors in behavior that become safety or security vulnerabilities. In contrast to
the concept of “testing in quality” which is costly and ineﬀectual, we believe software quality is achieved in the re-
quirements, speciﬁcation, architecture, design, code generation, and coding activities1. In this paper we demonstrate
through a case study, the BlackBoard Quiz Editor, how two rigorous software speciﬁcation and testing methods devel-
oped by the University of Tennessee Software Quality Research Laboratory (UTK SQRL), namely sequence-based
software speciﬁcation2,3,4,5 and Markov chain usage-based statistical testing1,6,7,8 and their supporting tools9,10,11
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Fig. 1. The BlackBoard Quiz Editor.
could be combined and integrated with an automated testing tool (suitable for the chosen application) to provide fully
automated statistical testing and software certiﬁcation, as a means to achieve high product quality. Work has been
done in the past to combine these methods together12,13,14, however, it remains application and problem speciﬁc to
work out a seamless integration from original requirements to fully automated statistical testing and software certi-
ﬁcation. We present in this paper our eﬀorts and experiences along this path in solving a real world problem. The
main contribution of this paper is the design and implementation of fully automated statistical testing and software
certiﬁcation for the chosen case study, and the demonstration of a model and framework that applies to a certain type
of applications (GUI based).
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we brieﬂy describe our case study. Sections 3 and 4
introduce the two rigorous software speciﬁcation and testing methods we have used. In Section 5 we present our case
study with our solutions and results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. BlackBoard Quiz Editor (BBQE): A Case Study
Our chosen case study is a Java GUI application, the BlackBoard Quiz Editor (BBQE, see Figure 1), that can author
quizzes and save them in a format that can be imported in BlackBoard15 - a learning management system used by Ball
State University and many other institutions across the country for course delivery and management. The application
was delivered in May 2013 as a completed Ball State Computer Science major capstone project by a team of four
senior students. The delivered product was considered of good quality by the client. The software is being used by the
client and many other instructors at Ball State. We were interested in automated statistical testing of this application
to get quantitative data about the reliability of this delivered product.
The BBQE interface contains three main areas: a main toolbar, a quiz panel, and a question editor panel. It supports
eleven question types, including the essay question type, the ﬁll in the blank question type, the matching question type,
the multiple choice question type, the true or false question type, the short answer question type, etc.. Quizzes created
in BBQE can be saved as a text ﬁle and easily imported into BBQE and BlackBoard.
3. Markov Chain Usage-Based Statistical Testing
The rigorous testing method we used is statistical testing based on Markov chain usage models, developed by
UTK SQRL. It is a comprehensive application of statistical science to the testing of software, has been established
with sound mathematical foundations1,6,7,8, and proved eﬀective in the economical production of high quality soft-
ware12,16,17. One of the distinctive beneﬁts statistical testing oﬀers is the quantitative information obtained through
testing about the software’s reliability and expected performance in the ﬁeld.
When the testing problem is framed as a statistical problem, the population of interest is all possible uses of a
software system (all use cases), from which a statistically appropriate sample must be chosen. The ﬁrst step in
statistical testing is to construct a usage model that characterizes the population of use7,8. It is called a Markov chain
usage model as it takes the form of a ﬁnite state, discrete parameter, time homogeneous, and recurrent Markov chain.
States of the Markov chain usage model represent states of system use (such as “Cruise Control Activated,” “Cruise
Control Deactivated,” or “Cruise Control Resumed” in an automobile cruise control system). Arcs between states
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Fig. 2. A sample usage model with source “Idle” and sink “End.” We assume an additional arc from the sink to the source with probability one that
makes the chain recurrent but does not represent any usage event.
represent possible transitions between states of use (such as “Activating Cruise Control” when the driver presses
a button on the steering wheel, or “Deactivating Cruise Control” when the driver engages the brake). Each arc
has an associated probability of making that particular transition, based on either extensive ﬁeld data for similar or
predecessor systems, or data collected from expected practice based on user interviews, user guides, and training
programs6. The outgoing arcs from each state have probabilities that sum to one. The directed graph structure,
together with the probability distributions over the exit arcs of each state, represents the expected use of the software
in its intended operational environment. There are both informal and formal methods of building the usage model
structure. The transition probabilities among states come from historical or projected usage data for the application.
A usage model has a single starting state called the source and a single ending state called the sink. They are
identiﬁed for initial and ﬁnal conditions of an arbitrary use. Any path through the usage model from the source to the
ﬁrst occurrence of the sink is a possible use of the software, and a test case. Figure 2 shows a sample usage model. If
the model contains any loops or cycles, the population of use is inﬁnite. A ﬁnite sample of test cases can be generated
from the usage model based on diﬀerent testing objectives (e.g., structural or functionality coverage, policy, contract,
and standards compliance, random sampling, importance sampling, to name a few). States of a usage model can be
expanded into sub-models at a lower level of abstraction in the testing of large and complex systems.
Not only are Markov chain usage models easy to understand by developers, testers, customers, and users, but the
well-understood statistical formalism also provides a rich body of analytical results. Given the mathematical structure
of a usage model, a set of model statistics can be routinely computed. The J Usage Model Builder Library (JUMBL)
is a Java class library and set of command line tools developed by UTK SQRL11,18. The JUMBL 5.1 computes all the
model statistics and supports all the stages of statistical testing, from usage modeling, model analysis and validation,
test planning, to the actual testing, product and process measurement, and the ﬁnal product certiﬁcation.
4. Sequence-Based Software Speciﬁcation
The rigorous speciﬁcation method we used is sequence-based software speciﬁcation, developed also by UTK
SQRL. This method systematically derives a formal system model and a precise software speciﬁcation from informal
and imperfect descriptions of functional requirements2,3,4,5, through a constructive sequence enumeration process.
We used it as a formal means to construct the structure of a Markov chain usage model for the statistical testing of
BBQE.
To apply this method, one ﬁrst identiﬁes a system boundary that deﬁnes what is inside and outside the software-
intensive system. This usually consists of a list of interfaces between the system and the environment of the software.
From the interfaces one further collects stimuli and responses. Stimuli refer to events (inputs, interrupts, invocations)
in the environment that can aﬀect system behavior. Responses refer to system behaviors observable in the environ-
ment. We use S and R to denote the stimulus set and the response set, respectively. One then explicitly enumerates
all ﬁnite stimulus sequences from S ∗ (representing scenarios of use), ﬁrst in increasing order of length, and within the
same length lexicographically.
For each enumerated sequence one identiﬁes a unique response based on the requirements. Whenmapping stimulus
sequences to responses, there are two special situations. In one case, a sequence generates no externally observable
behavior, represented by null (denoted 0) in R. In the other case, a sequence is physically unrealizable (the sequence
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cannot happen in practice), hence we introduce another special response illegal (denoted ω) into R. Therefore, R
always contains 0 and ω. A sequence is illegal when it maps to ω; otherwise, it is legal.
For each enumerated sequence u, one also checks whether u takes the system to a situation encountered with a
previous sequence v. This is the case if u and v, when further extended by any non-empty stimulus sequence w,
will always generate the same response. Two such sequences (u and v) are Mealy equivalent, as they lead to the
same state when the system is modeled as a Mealy machine. Note that two Mealy equivalent sequences need not be
mapped to the same response but their responses with respect to future extensions always agree. If a sequence is not
Mealy equivalent to any previously enumerated sequence, it is unreduced; otherwise, it is reduced to the previously
enumerated (Mealy equivalent) sequence that is itself unreduced.
One starts with the empty sequence λ. To get all sequences of length n+1 (integer n ≥ 0) one extends all sequences
of length n by every stimulus in S , and considers the extensions in lexicographic order. This inherently combinatorial
process can be controlled by two observations:
- If sequence u is reduced to a prior sequence v, there is no need to extend u, as the behaviors of the extensions
are deﬁned by the same extensions of v.
- If sequence u is illegal, there is no need to extend u by any stimulus, as all of the extensions must be illegal (i.e.,
physically unrealizable).
Therefore, only legal and unreduced (also called extensible) sequences of length n get extended by every stimulus for
consideration at length n+ 1. The process continues until all sequences of a certain length are either illegal or reduced
to prior sequences. The enumeration becomes complete. This terminating length is discovered in enumeration, and
varies from application to application.
As the name suggests, sequence enumeration is the literal enumeration of stimulus sequences, the assignment of
correct responses to each enumerated sequence, and the recording of sequence equivalences based on future behavior.
The resulting speciﬁcation algorithmically encodes a Mealy machine for implementation and testing purposes2.
Application of the method is facilitated with two UTK SQRL tools: the Proto Seq (written in Ruby)9 and the
REALSBS (Requirements Elicitation and Analysis with Sequence-Based Speciﬁcation; written in Java)10. To produce
a speciﬁcation in the tool, one only needs to give stimuli and responses short names to facilitate enumeration; no other
notation or syntax is required. The tools enforce enumeration rules by the recommended workﬂow and maintain
internal ﬁles (XML format) current with every action.
5. Automated Statistical Testing of BBQE: The Case Study
We deﬁned our testing scope to include only the essay question type but include all the GUI features, as a proof of
concept. Usage models can be constructed and testing planned and designed similarly to incorporate other question
types of interest.
5.1. Usage modeling and model analysis
As detailed requirements for the BBQE could not be found, we re-engineered a set of requirements based on the
user manual and the delivered application. We applied sequence-based speciﬁcation and the supporting tool, the
REAL, to developing a rigorous speciﬁcation of the SUT (System Under Test). The resulting speciﬁcation contains
14 stimuli (inputs), 14 responses (outputs), 48 distinct states, 673 enumerated stimulus sequences, 9 original require-
ments, and 13 derived requirements. Figure 3 shows all the original and derived requirements for the SUT. Table 1 and
Table 2 list all the stimuli and responses, respectively, across the system boundary. Each stimulus (input) and response
(output) is given a short name (see the ﬁrst columns) to facilitate sequence enumeration, tied to an interface in the
system boundary, and traced to the requirements. Excerpts of an enumeration for the SUT are shown in Table 3. Each
row shows for an enumerated stimulus sequence what should be the software’s response, any possible reduction to a
prior sequence, and traces to the requirements. Stimulus sequences are enumerated in length-lexicographical order
following the enumeration rules. The stimuli are alphabetically ordered as shown in Table 1. We concatenate stimuli
to string preﬁxes with periods.
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Fig. 3. Requirements for the BBQE under test.
Table 1. Stimuli for the BBQE under test. Each stimulus is given a short name to facilitate sequence enumeration, tied to an interface in the system
boundary, and traced to the requirements.
Stimulus Long Name Description Interface Trace
A Add button Click the add question button Main window req1
C Create button Click the create question button Question creation window req2
CO Copy question Copy the question Mouse req4
CQ Cancel button Click the cancel question button Question creation window req2
D Down button Click the question down button Main window req1
DQ Delete button Click the delete question button Main window req1
E Essay question Select the essay question type Question creation window req2
F Favorite button Click the favorite question button Main window req1
FS Favorite checkbox Click (Check/Uncheck) the favorite check box Question creation window req2
H Help button Click the help button Main window req1
HC Help cancel button Click the help cancel button Help window req3
P Paste question Paste the question Mouse req4
QF Question ﬁll Fill in the question edit box Question editor panel req6
U Up button Click the question up button Main window req1
From the completed sequence enumeration we obtained a state machine for the SUT. We further added a source
state together with an arc from the source to the state represented by the empty sequence (λ), and a sink state together
with an arc from each state (except the source) leading to the sink. For the lack of compelling information to the
contrary regarding the usage proﬁle, we took the mathematically neutral position and assigned uniform probabilities
to transitions in the usage model. The constructed usage model is diagrammed in Figure 4 using a graph editor (with
50 nodes and 619 arcs the visualization becomes very cluttered; we did not ﬁt the nodes to their labels to avoid more
clutter). Although not readable unless one zooms in, it illustrates the size of our testing problem. We then performed
a model analysis using the JUMBL11. Table 4 shows the model statistics, including the number of nodes, arcs, and
stimuli in the usage model, the expected test case length (the mean value, i.e., the average number of steps in a
randomly generated test case) and variance.
The following statistics are computed for every node, every arc, and every stimulus of the usage model:
- Occupancy. The amount of time in the long run that one will spend testing a node/arc/stimulus.
- Probability of Occurrence. The probability of a node/arc/stimulus appearing in a random test case.
- Mean Occurrence. The average number of times a node/arc/stimulus will appear in a random test case.
- Mean First Passage. The number of random test cases one will need to run on average before testing a
node/arc/stimulus for the ﬁrst time.
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Table 2. Responses for the BBQE under test. Each response is given a short name to facilitate sequence enumeration, tied to an interface in the
system boundary, and traced to the requirements.
Response Long Name Description Interface Trace
EQC Essay question created Create an essay question Question creation window req2
EQFS Essay question type set as Set the essay question type as the favorite Question creation window req2
favorite question type question type
EQS Essay question favorite checkbox Check the checkbox to set the essay question Question creation window req2
checked type as the favorite question type
FSC Favorite set checkbox unchecked Uncheck the check box for favorite question set Question creation window req2
HW Help window opened Open the help window Help window req3
HWQ Help window closed Close the help window Help window req3
MD Current question moved down Move the current question down by one question Main window req1
MU Current question moved up Move the current question up by one question Main window req1
QC Question copied Copy the question Right click menu req4
QD Question deleted Delete the question Right click menu req4
QIP Question input Input the question Question editor panel req6
QP Question pasted Paste the question Right click menu req4
QW Question window opened Open the question window Question creation window req2
QWG Question window closed Close the question window Question creation window req2
Table 3. Excerpts of an enumeration for the BBQE under test. Each row shows for an enumerated stimulus sequence what should be the software’s
response, any possible reduction to a prior sequence, and traces to the requirements. Stimulus sequences are enumerated in length-lexicographical
order following the enumeration rules. The stimuli are alphabetically ordered as shown in Table 1. We concatenate stimuli to string preﬁxes with
periods.
Sequence Response Equivalence Trace
λ 0 Method
A QW req1, req2
C ω req20
CO 0 λ req11
CQ ω req20
D 0 λ req12
DQ 0 λ req13
E ω req20
F 0 λ req14
FS ω req20
H HW req3
HC ω req20
P 0 λ req15
QF ω req20
U 0 λ req12
A.A 0 A req7
A.C EQC req2
A.CO 0 A req9
· · ·
A.FS .C.CO.A.FS .H.A 0 A.FS .C.CO.A.FS .H req7, req9
A.FS .C.CO.A.FS .H.C EQFS , EQC A.FS .C.CO.H req2, req21
A.FS .C.CO.A.FS .H.CO 0 A.FS .C.CO.A.FS .H req9
· · ·
Table 4. Model statistics, including the number of nodes, arcs, and stimuli in the usage model, the expected test case length (the mean value, i.e.,
the average number of steps in a randomly generated test case) and variance.
Node Count 50 nodes
Arc Count 619 arcs
Stimulus Count 18 stimuli
Expected Test Case Length 11.573 events
Test Case Length Variance 47.776 events
Transition Matrix Density (Nonzeros) 0.1056 (264 nonzeros)
Undirected Graph Cyclomatic Number 215
These statistics are validated against what is known or believed about the application domain and the environment of
use.
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Fig. 4. A state machine for the BBQE under test. The source and the sink are marked in green and red respectively. Each other node is labeled with
an extensible sequence in the enumeration. The visualization is highly cluttered due to the complexity of the model. It is only shown to illustrate
the size of the testing problem.
5.2. An automated testing framework
Following the model analysis we developed an automated testing framework for the automated, statistical testing
of BBQE. This required (1) ﬁnding an automated testing tool suitable for our chosen application, and (2) integrating
it with our statistical testing tool, the JUMBL, for automated test case generation, automated test case execution, and
automated test case evaluation.
We decided to use HP’s Quick Test Professional (QTP)19 as an automated testing tool for BBQE because it is
HP’s successor to its WinRunner and X-Runner software supporting functional and automated GUI testing and it also
works for 32-bit machines. We created an object repository in QTP that registers all the static GUI objects of the SUT,
and used QTP’s Test Scripting Language (TSL) (a subset of VBScript) to write test cases that can run automatically
in QTP.
We wrote test scripts in TSL that issue each possible input to the SUT, and verify each possible output (including
the null response) of the SUT, as described by the usage model. The rigorous speciﬁcation served as the test oracle.
We annotated arcs of the usage model with the TSL scripts and embedded code that records the test results and writes
to a text ﬁle, i.e., all failed test case numbers and test step numbers, and for each failure step whether it is a stop failure
(the following test steps included in this test case cannot be executed) or a continue failure (the rest of the steps can
still run to completion after this failure step). Each arc after annotation is associated with testing commands that are
understood by QTP. When test cases are automatically generated using the JUMBL and exported according to the
annotated test scripts, each test case literally becomes a VBScript program that can automatically execute in QTP.
Figure 5 shows excerpts of the annotated usage model and a test case generated from the annotated model.
We wrote a shell script that runs from the command line, automatically executes a large sample of generated and
exported test cases in TSL and records test results, and after testing is completed reads the failure data and records it
back into the JUMBL for statistical analysis.
5.3. A test and certiﬁcation plan
We developed the following test and certiﬁcation plan:
- Run 48 minimum coverage test cases that cover every arc and every state of the usage model.
- Run 200 weighted test cases that represent the 200 most probable paths of the usage model.
- Run 2, 000 random test cases that are generated from the usage model based on the arc probabilities.
- Total testing consists of 25, 577 transitions for the above 2, 248 test cases.
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Fig. 5. Excerpts of an annotated usage model for the BBQE under test and a generated test case.
- If all tests run successfully, this will demonstrate empirical evidence to support a claim of reliability > 0.90
given the deﬁned protocol (of our usage model for the SUT, our selection of test cases, the actual result of
testing, and the reliability model implemented in the JUMBL).
5.4. Automated statistical testing and test case analysis
Using the automated testing framework we had developed earlier and the JUMBL, we annotated the usage model
with TSL scripts, automatically generated the 2, 248 test cases from the usage model and exported each test case as
a QTP test script, automatically executed and evaluated all the test cases from the command line, and automatically
recorded the test results back into the JUMBL and performed a statistical analysis. Our testing was done on a laptop
with Intel CoreTM i-7-3630QMCPU with 4 cores, 2.40 GHz clock speed, and 8 GB memory. It took 2 days, 15 hours,
8 minutes and 4 seconds to run the 2, 248 test cases, of which 710 were successful and 1, 538 were failed. Based
on our testing experience we provided quantitative data regarding the quality of the delivered application. Excerpts
of the test case analysis are shown in Table 5. The most important statistic, the single use reliability, estimates “the
probability of the software executing a randomly selected use without a failure relative to a speciﬁcation of correct
behavior.”20 Tracing through the failed test cases we identiﬁed 12 discrepancies between the speciﬁcation and the
implementation. This record of speciﬁcation-code discrepancies will be helpful in locating and ﬁxing bugs in the
released code. The designed and implemented fully automated testing framework and artifacts (e.g., the usage model,
test oracle, JUMBL-QTP interfaces, test plans, test scripts, test cases, etc.) all become reusable testing assets for
further testing and re-testing of the application. We noted that a model containing 23 nodes and 304 arcs from the
automotive domain was built from which 1,023 test cases were run with 15,883 transitions13.
Table 5. Excerpts of the test case analysis: Reliabilities.
Single Event Reliability 0.726169681
Single Event Variance 2.72195572E-6
Single Event Optimum Reliability 0.985152717
Single Event Optimum Variance 394.383426E-9
Single Use Reliability 0.270545355
Single Use Variance 0.120506877
Single Use Optimum Reliability 0.907720385
Single Use Optimum Variance 38.7376831E-3
Arc Source Entropy 2.88 bits
Kullback Discrimination 0.6012524 bits
Relative Kullback Discrimination 20.879%
Optimum Kullback Discrimination 10.3936509E-3 bits
Optimum Relative Kullback Discrimination 0.360920256%
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6. Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated through a case study, the BlackBoard Quiz Editor, how two rigorous software
speciﬁcation and testing methods, i.e., sequence-based speciﬁcation and Markov chain usage-based statistical testing,
and their supporting tools could be combined and integrated with an automated testing tool (suitable for the chosen
application) to provide fully automated statistical testing and software certiﬁcation, and to oﬀer an economical and
feasible way to achieve high product quality. As the reader will ﬁnd out, working on any non-trivial real world
problem requires considerable eﬀorts be made to work out all the details needed for fully automated testing with no
human intervention. But the developed usage model, test oracle, JUMBL-QTP interfaces, testing records, test plans,
test scripts, test cases, product measures and evaluation criteria all become reusable testing assets. At the end of
this process we have the ability of running large numbers of tests, as well as an automated testing facility for low-
cost, quick-turnaround testing and re-testing. Modern software development processes for safety- and mission-critical
systems rely on rigorous methods for code development and testing to provide the justiﬁed and needed conﬁdence for
quality assurance and standards compliance. Our experiences demonstrated a pathway towards lowered cost of testing
and improved product quality.
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